
Bernoulli and the Foundations of Statistics. Can you correct a
300-year-old error?
Julian Champkin

Ars Conjectandi is not a book that non-statisticians will have heard of, nor one that many statisticians will have heard of either. The
title means ‘The Art of Conjecturing’ – which in turn means roughly ‘What You Can Work Out From the Evidence.’ But it is worth
statisticians celebrating it, because it is the book that gave an adequate mathematical foundation to their discipline, and it was
published 300 years ago this year.

More people will have heard of its author. Jacob Bernouilli was one of a huge mathematical family of Bernoullis. In physics, aircraft
engineers base everything they do on Bernoulli’s principle. It explains how aircraft wings give lift, is the basis of fluid dynamics, and
was discovered by Jacob’s nephew Daniel Bernoulli.

Jacob Bernoulli (1654-1705)

Johann Bernoulli made important advances in mathematical calculus. He was Jacob’s younger brother – the two fell out bitterly.
Johann fell out with his fluid-dynamics son Daniel, too, and even falsified the date on a book of his own to try to show that he had
discovered the principle first.

But our statistical Bernoulli is Jacob. In the higher reaches of pure mathematics he is loved for Bernoulli numbers, which are fiendishly
complicated things which I do not pretend to understand but which apparently underpin number theory. In statistics, his contribution
was two-fold: Bernoulli trials are, essentially, coinflips repeated lots of times. Toss a fair coin ten times, and you might well get 6
heads and four tails rather than an exact 5/5 split. Toss 100 times and you are quite unlikely to get 60 heads and 40 tails. The more
times you toss the coin, the closer you will get to a 50-50 result.

His second statistical result was more fundamental, though related. Suppose you have an urn with 3000 white pebbles and 2000
black pebbles. You take out a pebble, look at its colour, and return it. Then do it again; and again; and again. After ten times you
might guess that there were 2/3 as many black pebbles as white; after 1000 times you might feel a bit more sure of it. Can you do this
so often that you become absolutely sure – morally certain, as Bernoulli put it - that the pebbles in the vase were actually in the ratio
of 3 to 2? Or would that conclusion forever remain just a conjecture?
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Ars Conjectandi, Title page.

Courtesy Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge.

If it is just a conjecture, then all of statistics is built on sand. Happily, Bernoulli showed it was more than a conjecture; he spent years
thinking about it, managed to prove it was true – and when he had done so he called it his Golden Theorem as it was the crown of his
life’s work. The more time you repeat a series of experiments like this, the closer your result will get to the true one. Statisticians are
rather pleased that he proved it. If it had stayed a conjecture, there would have been no need to believe anything (statistical) that a
statistician told you.

We shall have a major scholarly piece on Ars Conjectandi in our June issue, out on paper and on this site shortly. A challenge: can
you correct something that Jacob Bernoulli got wrong? It stayed wrong for nearly 300 years until our author, Professor Antony
Edwards, spotted it and corrected it.

Here is the problem: It is a simple exercise in schoolboy probability. It is 
Problem XVII in Part III of Bernoulli’s book. For those who would like to
try their hand, the problem is as follows.
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Bernoulli' table..
From Bernoulli's Ars Conjectandi 

In a version of roulette, the wheel is surrounded by 32 equal pockets marked 1 to 8 four times over. Four balls are released and are
flung at random into the pockets, no more than one in each. The sum of the numbers of the four occupied pockets
determines the prize (in francs, say) according to a table which Bernoulli gives – it is on the right. The cost of a throw is 4 francs.
What is the player’s expectation? That is, how much, in the long run, can he expect to walk away with per game?

The left-hand columns in the table are the total four-ball score; centre columns are the paybacks for a four-franc
stake; the right-hand columns are the number
of combinations that could give rise to the score.

The answer Bernoulli gives in the book is 4 + 349/3596, which is 4.0971. Professor Edwards comes up with a different answer, which
we shall give in his article in the magazine section of this site when the issue goes live in about a week. Which do you agree with?

And happy calculating…

Comments
Graham Wheeler

Assuming I've correctly amended Bernoulli's table, I find the answer to the problem is 4.006618.

Gonzalo Marí

I found the same value, 4.45800781

Dinesh Hariharan

Converges to 4.458, found in the most inelegant manner.
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metical statements by iterating certain 
reflection principles. Franzen's other 
book, Inexhaustibility: A Non-exhaus- 
tive Treatment (ASL Lecture Notes in 
Logic =16, 2004) contains an excellent 
exposition of the incompleteness  theo- 
rems, and the reader is led step-by-step 
through the technical details needed to 
establish a significant part of Fefennan's  
completeness  results tk)r iterated reflec- 
tion principles for ordinal logics. 

Torkel Franzdn's  unt imely death on 
April 19, 2006 came shortly before he 
was to attend, as an invited lecturer, the 
GOdel Centenary Conference, "Hori- 
zons of Truth," held at the University of 
Vienna later that month.  This, and his 
invitations to speak at other conferences 
featuring a tribute to G6del, testifies to 
the growing international recognition 
that he deserved for these works. 

A C K N O W L E D G M E N T S  
I thank Solomon Feferman [k)r substan- 
tive and insightful cor respondence  dur- 
ing the preparat ion of this review, and 
Robert Crease, Patrick Grim, Robert 
Shrock, Lorenzo Simpson, and Theresa 
SpOrk-Greenwood for their intellectual 
and material support  fur my participa- 
tion in the GOdel Centenary "Horizons 
of Truth" Conference in Vienna. 
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q n 1915 the young statistician R. A. 
I Fisher, then 25, and his IBrmer stu- 

! d e n t  fr iend C. S. Stock wrote an ar- 
ticle [11 bewail ing the contemporary ne- 
glect of The Op~gin elSpecies: 

So melancholy a neglect of Darwin's 
work suggests reflections upon  the 
use of those rare and precious pos- 
sessions of man--grea t  books. It was. 
we believe, the custom of the late Pro- 
fessor Freeman 12] to warn his stu- 
dents that maste W of one great book 
was worth any amount of knowledge 
of many lesser ones. The tendency of 
m o d e m  scientific teaching is to ne- 
glect the great books, to lay far too 
much stress upon relatively unimpor- 
tant modern  work, and to [)resent 
masses of detail of doubd\fl truth and 
quest ionable weight in such a way as 
to obscure principles . . . .  How many 
biological students of today have read 
The Origin? The majority know it only 
from extracts, a singularly ineffective 
means,  for a work of genius does not 
easily lend itself to the scissors: its 
unity is too marked. Nothing can re- 
ally take the place of a first-hand 
study of the work itself. 

With her translation of Jacob Bernoulli 's 
Ars ConjeclaHdi in its entirety Edith 
Sylla now" makes available to English- 
speakers without benefit of Latin another 
great book hitherto known mostly from 
extracts. As she rightly observes, only 
thus can we at last see the full context 
of BernoulliX theorem, the famous and 
fundamental  limit theorem in Part IV that 
confirms our intuition that the prop()> 
tions of successes and failures in a sta- 
ble sequence of trials really do converge 
to their postulated probabilities in a strict 
mathematical sense, and therefore may 
be used to estimate those probabilities. 

How'ever, I must resist the tempta- 
t ion to review Ars Conjectandi itself and 
stick to Sylla's contribution. She thinks 
that it "deserves to be considered the 
f o u n d i n g  document  o f  mathematical  
probability', but  I am not so sure. That 
honour  be longs  to Bernoulli 's prede- 
cessors Pascal and Huygens, who math- 
emat i zed  expectation half a century ear- 
lier; Bernoulli 's  own main contribution 
was 'The Use and Application of the 
Preceding Doctrine in Civil, Moral, and 
Economic Matters" (the title of Part IV) 
and  the associated theorem. It would be 
more true to say that A ~  Conjectandi is 
the founding  document  of mathemati- 

cal statistics, for if Bernoullfs  theorem 
were not true. that enterprise would  be 
a house  of cards. (The title of a recent  
book  by Andres  Hald says it all: A His- 
to O' oJ" Parametric Statistical Infi>rence 

.fix)nz Benzou/li to Fisher. 1713-1935  [3].) 
When  I first became interested in 

Bernoulli 's book I was very fortunately 
placed. There was an original edition in 
the college libra W (Gonville and Caius 
College, Cambridge) and amongst  the 
other Fellows of the college was Pro- 
lessor Charles Brink. the Universib"s 
Kennedy  Professor of Latin. Though 1 
have school Latin I was soon out of my 
depth, and so I consuhed Professor Brink 
about passages that particularly interested 
me. Charles would fill his pipe. settle into 
his deep wing-chair and read silently for 
a while. Then, as like as not, his open-  
ing remark would be 'Ah, yes, I remem- 
ber Fisher asking me about this passage'. 
Fisher too had been a Fellow of Caius. 

Now-, at last, future generations can set 
aside the partial, and often amateur, trans- 
lations of Aps- 6b,{/ectandi and enioy the 
whole of the great work professionally 
translated, annotated, and introduced by 
Edith Sylla. in a magisterial edition beau- 
tifully produced and presented. She has 
left no stone unturned, no correspon- 
dence unread, no seconda W literature un- 
examined. The result is a w'ork of true 
scholarship that will leave every serious 
reader weak with admiration. Nothing 
said in criticism in this review should be 
construed as negating that. 

The translation itself occupies just 
half of the long book, 213 pages. An- 
other 146 pages are devoted to a pref- 
ace and  introduction,  and 22 to a 'trans- 
lator's commentary ' .  Next come 41 
pages with a translation of Bernoulli 's  
French Letter to a h ' i end  on Sets in 
Cou,r Tennis which was publ ished with 
Ars dbnjectandi  and which contains 
m u c h  that is relevant to the main  work; 
a translator's commenta  W is again ap- 
pended .  Finally, there is a full bibliog- 
raphy and  an index. 

In her preface Sylta sets the scene and 
includes a good survey of the secondary 
literature (Ire  Schneider's chapter on  AJ.x 
Conjectandi in Landmark Writings ilt 
We,s-te,vz Mathematics 1640-1940 [4] ap- 
peared just too late for inclusion). Her 
introduction 'has four main sections. In 
the first, I review briefly some of the main 
facts of Jacob Bernoullfs life and its so- 
cial context . . . .  In the second, I discuss 
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Bernoulli's other writings insofar as they 
are relevant . . . .  In the third, I describe 
the conceptual backgrounds . . . .  Finally, 
in the fourth. 1 explain the policies I for  
lowed in translating the work.' The first 
and second pai"ts are extremely detailed 
scholarly accounts which will be stan- 
dard sources for many years to come. 
The third, despite its title 'Historical and 
Conceptual Background to Bernoullfs 
Approaches in AJ,~ Cbt{/ecta,Mi ', turns 
into quite an extensive commentary in 
its own right. Its strength is indeed in the 
discussion of the background, and in par- 
titular the placing of the famous 'prob- 
lem of points '  in the context of early busi- 
ness mathematics, but as commentary it 
is uneven. 

Perhaps as a consequence  of the fact 
that the book  has taken many years to 
perfect, the distr ibution of material be- 
tween preface, introduction, and trans- 
lator's commenta ry  is sometimes hard 
to unders tand,  with some repetition. 
Thus one might have expected com- 
ments on the technical problems of 
translation to be  included under  'trans- 
lator's commentary ' ,  but mos t - -no t  
a l l - -o f  it is to be  found  in the intro- 
duction. The distribution of commen-  
tary be tween  these two parts is con- 
fusing, but  even  taking them together 
there are m a n y  lacunae. 

The reason for this is related to 
Sylla's remark at the end  of the intro- 
duction that 'Anders Hald, A. W. F. Ed- 
wards, and  others, in their analyses of 
Ars C(mjecta,zdi, consistently rewrite 
what is at issue in modern  notat ion . . . .  
I have not used  any of this modern  no- 
tation because  I believe it obscures 
Bernoullfs actual line of thought. '  I and 
others have simply been  more interested 
in Bernoulli 's mathematical innovations 
than in the historical milieu, whose elu- 
cidation is in any case best left to those, 
like Sylla. better qualified to undertake 
it. Just as she provides a wealth of in- 
formation about  the latter, she often 
passes quickly over the former. 

Thus (pp. 73,345) she has no detailed 
comment  on  Bernoulli 's table (pp. 
152-153) enumerat ing the frequencies 
with which the different totals occur on 
throwing ,z dice, yet this is a brilliant tab- 
ular algorithm for convoluting a discrete 
distribution, applicable to any such dis- 
tribution. In 1865 Todhunter  [5] "espe- 
cially remark[ed]" of this table that it was 
equivalent to finding the coefficient of x'" 

in the development  of ( x +  x 2 + x 3 + 
x ' + x ~ + x ~')'', where ~z is the number  
of dice and m the total in question. Again 
(pp. 74-75, 345). she has nothing to say 
about Bernoulli's derivation of the bino- 
mial distribution (pp. 165-167), vvhich 
statisticians rightly hail as its original ap- 
pearance. Of course, she might argue that 
as Bernoulli's expressions refer to ex- 
pectations it is technically not a pro#a- 
bilit 3, distribution, but that would  be to 
split hairs. Statisticians rightly refer to 
'Bernoulli trials' as generating it, and 
might have expected a reference. 

Turning to Huygens ' s  Vth p rob lem 
(pp. 76,345), she does not men t ion  that 
it is the now-famous  'Gambler ' s  ruin '  
problem posed by Pascal to Fermat, nor  
that Bernoulli seems to be f lounder ing 
in his attempt tit a general  solut ion (p. 
192). And she barely comments  (p. 80) 
on Bernoulli 's polynomials  for the sums 
of the powers of the integers, a l though 
I and others have found great interest 
in them and their earlier derivat ion by 
Faulhaber in 1631, including the 
'Bernoulli  numbers ' .  Indeed,  it was the 
ment ion  of Faulhaber  in Ars Col~- 
./ecta~Mi that led me to the discovery of 
this fact (see my Pascal~ Arithmetical 
Tria~gle and references therein [6]; Svlla 
does give some relevant references in 
the translator's commentary,  p. 347). 

I make these remarks not  so much  
in criticism as to emphasize  that Arv 
Co~!/ectandi merits deep study from 
more than one point  of view-. 

Sylla is probably the only person  to 
have read Part III right through since 
Isaac Todhunter  and the translator of 
the German edi t ion in the n ine teen th  
century. One wonders  how many  of the 
solutions to its XXIV problems contain 
errors, arithmetical or otherwise. On p. 
265 Sylla corrects a n u m b e r  wrongly  
transcribed, but  the error does not af- 
fect the result. Though one  should not  
make too much of a sample of one,  my 
eye lit upon  Problem XVII (pp. 275-81), 
a sort of roulette with four balls and  32 
pockets, four each for the n u m b e r s  1 to 
8. Reading Sylla's commenta ry  (p. 83) I 
saw that symmetry made f inding the ex- 
pectation trivial, for she says that the 
prize is 'equal to the sum of the num-  
bers on the compar tments  into which 
[the] four balls fall' (multiple occupancy  
is evidently excluded).  Yet Bemoul l i ' s  
calculations cover four of his pages and  
an extensive pull-out table. 

It took me some time to realize that 
Sylla's description is incorrect, for the 
sum of the number s  is not  the prize it- 
self, but  an indicator of the prize, ac- 
cording to a table in which the prizes 
corresponding to the sums are g iven in 
two colunms headed ,Tummi. Sylla rea- 
sonably translates this as "coins', though 
'prize money '  is the in tended  meaning .  
This misunders tanding surmounted ,  
and  with the aid of a calculator,  I 
p loughed through Bernoulli 's  arithmetic 
only  to disagree with his answer .  He 
finds the expectat ion to be 4 349/3596 
but  I find 4 153/17980 (4.0971 and  
4.0085). Bernoulli  remarks that since the 
cost of each throw is set at 4 "the 
player 's lot is greater than that of the 
peddler '  but according to my calcula- 
tion, only by one  part in abou t  500. I 
should be glad to hear from any  reader  
who disagrees with my result. Sylla has 
translated Circulator as 'peddler '  ( 'ped-  
lar' in British spelling) but  ' traveler'  
might better convey  the sense,  espe-  
cially as Bernoulli  uses the capital 'C'.  

And so we are led to the ques t ion  
of the translation itself. How good  is it? 
I cannot  tell in general,  t hough  I have 
some specific comments .  The quality of 
the English is, however,  excellent,  and 
there is ample evidence  of the care and  
scholarly attention to detail with which  
the translation has been  made.  I may 
remark on one or two passages.  

First, one  translated in my Pascal's 
Arithmetical Triangle thus: 

This Table [Pascal's Triangle] has 
truly exceptional  and  admirable  
properties; for besides concea l ing  
within itself the mysteries of Com- 
binat ions,  as we have seen,  it is 
k n o w n  by those expert  in the higher  
parts of Mathematics also to hold  the 
foremost secrets of the who le  of the 
rest of the subject. 

Sylla has (p. 206): 
This Table has clearly admirab le  and  
extraordinary properties,  for b e y o n d  
what  I have already s h o w n  of the 
mystery of combina t ions  hiding 
within it, it is k n o w n  to those skilled 
in the more h idden  parts of geom-  
etry that the most  impor tan t  secrets 
of all the rest of mathemat ics  lie con-  
cealed within it. 

Latin scholars will have to consult  the 
original to make a judgment ,  but, set- 
tling down with a grammar and  a dic- 
tionary 25 years alter my original trans- 
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lation (with which Professor Brink will 
have  helped) ,  I think mine  bet ter  and 
closer  to the Latin. I might n o w  change  
'truly' to 'wholly '  and prefer  'myste W' in 
the singular (like Sylla), as in tile Latin, 
as well as simply "higher mathematics ' .  
But her  'geomet  W" for GZ, ometria is 
surely misleading, for in both eighteenth-  
centu W Latin and French tile word  en- 
compassed  the whole  of mathematics.  

Second,  there  is an ambigu i ty  in 
Sylla's t ranslat ion (p. 19t)  of  Bernoull i ' s  
c la im to originali ty in connec t i on  with 
a ' p rope r ty  of  figurate numbers ' .  Is he 
claiming tile property or only the demon-  
stration? The latter, according to note  20 
of  chap te r  10 of  Pnscal~ Aritbnzetical 
7~angle. 

Third, cons ider  Sylla's t ranslat ion 
(p. 329) of Bernoull i ' s  c o m m e n t  on his 
great  theorem in part IV: 

This, therefore,  is tile p r o b l e m  that 
1 have  p r o p o s e d  to pub l i sh  in this 
place,  after I have a l ready  c o n c e a l e d  
it for twenty  years. Both its nove l ty  
and its great  utility c o m b i n e d  with 
its equa l ly  great  difficulty can add  to 
the  we igh t  and  v a l u e / ) t  all t i le o the r  
chap te rs  of  this theory.  

Did Bernoul l i  act ively co,zceal it? In col- 
loquia l  English I think he just sat on it 
for  twenty  years  ('pressi'); De Moivre 
[7] wri tes  ' kep t  it by me ' .  And does  it 
a d d  weight  and  value,  or  a d d  to the 
we igh t  and  value? De Moivre thought  
the  former  (actual ly "high va lue  and  
digni ty ' ) .  This is also one  of  the  pas-  
sages  on which  I consu l t ed  Professor  
Brink. His r ender ing  was: 

This then  is the t h e o r e m  which  I 
have d e c i d e d  to publ i sh  here.  after 
cons ide r ing  it for twenty  years.  Both 
its novel ty  and its great  usefu lness  
in c o n n e x i o n  with any similar  diffi- 
culty can add  weight  and  va lue  to 
all o ther  b ranches  of  the  subject.  
In one  instance Sylla unwit t ingly pro-  

v ides  two translations of the same Latin, 
this t ime Leibniz's (p. 48n and p. 92). 
The  one  has ' l ikel ihood '  and  the o ther  
'verisimili tude'  for 'vel%imilitzzdu L And 
just one  poin t  Dom tile French of  tile 
'Letter to a Friend'  (p. 364): surely ' that 
it will finally be  as p robab le  as m( l ,g iven  
probabil i ty ' ,  not  'all'. 

Finally, in view of  tile fact that this 
i r r ep laceab le  b o o k  is sure to remain  the 
s tandard  translat ion and c o m m e n t a r y  
for m a n y  years  to come,  it may  be  he lp-  
ful to note  the  very few mispr ints  that 

have come  to light: p. xvi, lines 1 and 
2, De Moivre has lost his space;  p. 73, 
line 14, Huy/gens has lost his 'g'; p. 152, 
tile table headings  are awkwardly  
p laced  and do  not reflect the original 
in which  they clearly label the initial 
co lumns  of Roman numerals;  p. 297~z, 
omit  diario; and in tile Bil)liography, p. 
408, the reference in Italian should have 
'Accademia', and Bayes 's  paper  was 
publ i shed  in 1764; p. 415, Kendall not 
Kendell;  and,  as a Parthian shot Dora 
this admir ing  reviewer,  on p. 414 the ti 
tie of  my b o o k  Pascal's A,#tbmetical 
THarl~le should  not be  made  to suffer 
tile Americanism "Arithmelic'. 

Gonville and Caius College 
Cambridge, CB2 1TA 
UK 
e-mail: awfe@cam.ac.uk 
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2 ames  Joseph  Sylvester (1814-1897) 
l i s  well  k n o w n  to mathenmticians.  

- / W a s  he not  the scat ter -bra ined ec- 
centric w h o  wro te  a p o e m  of  four hun- 
dred  lines, each  rhyming with Rosalind? 
And, lecturing on  it, spent  the hour  nav- 
igating through his extensive collection 
of  footnotes ,  leaving little t ime tk)r tile 
p o e m  itself? Another  story told by 
E. T. Bell is of  Sylvester's p o e m  of  regret 
titled "A missing m e m b e r  of  a family of 
terms in an algebraical  t~rmula." Such 
scraps inevi tably evoke  a smile today, 
but is his odd i ty  all there i s - - s to r i e s  and 
tales to spice  a mathemat ical  life? Bel l s  
essays in Me,z o f  Mathematics have 
been  influential  for genera t ions  of math- 
ematicians,  but  his snapshots  could  not 
claim to be  r o u n d e d  b iographies  in any 
sense.  This, then,  is a review of  the first 
full-length b iogn tphy  of  the extraordi- 
nary mathemat ic ian  J. J. Sylvester. 

H o w  can w e  judge a mathematical  
b iography? On  the face of it, writ ing the 
lif~ ~ of  a mathemat ic ian  is straightfor- 
ward: birth, mathematics ,  death.  Thus 
flows the wri t ing fk)rmula: descr ibe  the 
mathematics ,  and  top  and tail with the 
brief  b iographica l  facts and stories. A 
poss ib le  variant  is the briefly written 
life, fk~llowed by the mathematical  her- 
itage. There  are many  approaches ,  but 
these are consis tent  with William 
Faulkner ' s  es t imate  of literary biogra- 
phy,  "he wro te  the  novels  and he died." 
According  to this hard- l ine view, biog- 
raphy  shou ld  not  even  exist. Yet 
Sylvester deserves  to he rescued from 
Bell's thumbnai l  sketch of the "Invariant 
Twins" in which  he lumped  Cayley and 
Sylvester together  in the same chapter.  

Perhaps  on ly  in the genre  of  math- 
ematical  b i o g r a p h y  do  possible  subjects 
o u t n u m b e r  potent ia l  authors. A stimu- 
lating article on  wri t ing the life of a 

mathemat ic ian ,  and  an invitation to con- 
tribute, has recent ly  been  publ i shed  by 
John  W. Dawson ,  the b iographer  of 
Kurt GOdelJ  Writ ing about  another  per- 
son 's  life is a v o y a g e  of  discove W about  
one ' s  own  life, and  surely the biogra-  
phe r  is different  at tile end of  such a 
project.  Wri t ing abou t  a per iod  of his- 
tory different from one ' s  own  also in- 
volves some  exot ic  t ime travelling. 

A central  p r o b l e m  for writers whose  
subjects '  lives were  b o u n d e d  by tech- 
nical material  is to integrate technical  
d e v e l o p m e n t s  wi th  the stories of those 
lives. This is a lmost  obvious,  but it is 

7 2  THE MATHEMATICAL INTELLIGENCER 
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A r s  c o n j e c t a n d i 
t h r e e  h u n d r e d  y e a r s  o n

Bernoulli’s Ars conjectandi appeared posthu-
mously in 1713, eight years after its author’s 
death. It was written in Latin; it was published 
in Basle, in Switzerland, Bernoulli’s birthplace 
and the town where he spent most of his life as a 
professor of mathematics. Its four sections intro-
duce, among other things, the modern concept 
of probability and Bernoulli’s weak law of large 
numbers, the first limit theorem in probability, 
which initiated discussion of how one could 
draw reliable inferences from statistical data. 

And it is the founding document of mathematical 
statistics.

When I first became interested in Bernoulli’s 
book I was very fortunately placed. There was an 
original edition in the college library (Gonville & 
Caius College, Cambridge). It was quite small – 
about 6” × 8” – and not distinguished to look at 
(I do not think the edition is particularly rare), 
but it had a nice leather binding and was reason-
ably worn through use. Amongst the other Fel-
lows of the college was Professor Charles Brink, 

the University’s Kennedy Professor of Latin. 
Though I have school Latin I was soon out of 
my depth, and used to consult Professor Brink 
about passages that particularly interested me. 
Charles would fill his pipe, settle into his deep 
wing-chair and read silently for a while. Then, as 
like as not, his opening remark would be “Ah, yes, 
I remember Fisher asking me about this passage”. 
R.A. Fisher too had been a Fellow of Caius.

So what is this book, and why is it so fun-
damental to the history and to the development 
of statistics? Before we examine it, we should 
establish which Bernoulli wrote it. The Bernoulli 
family in Basle was a large one. Not only did 
it contain many mathematicians (at least ten of 
note are listed in one scholarly article1) but they 
often shared Christian names too. There was the 
further question of which language was appropri-
ate for the Christian name of a family equally at 
home in Latin, German and French. The author 
of Ars conjectandi was Jacobus (1655–1705), 
which is the name on his tombstone. He was Ja-
kob in German and Jacques in French. Abraham 
De Moivre (in the first edition of The Doctrine 
of Chances, 1718) had no hesitation in calling 
him James in English. All this was consistent 
with the accepted renderings of biblical names 
in translations of the Bible, in this case of Je-
sus’s two disciples called James. Edith Sylla, in 
the first complete translation of Ars conjectandi 
into English2, used “Jacob” on the grounds that 
“this is how the name appears on the title page”. 
But what appears there is actually “Jacobi”, 
this being the genitive of Jacobus appropriate 
to the grammatical context. As to the surname, 
De Moivre in fact wrote “James Bernoully”, and 
this spelling of it occurs in letters. “Bernoullj” 
appears sometimes as well, and “Bernouilli” was 
quite common at one time, perhaps from French 
influence, but certainly known in England.

The Bernoulli family was apparently quarrel-
some as well as large. After finishing his Master 
of Arts degree in 1671, “our” Bernoulli – let us 

This year sees the 300th anniversary of Bernoulli’s Ars conjectandi – The Art of Conjecturing. It transformed gamblers’ 
“expectations” into modern mathematical probabilities. More importantly, it sets forth what Bernoulli called his 
“golden theorem” – the law of large numbers – which underpins the whole of statistical inference. Professor 
Anthony Edwards digs deep. 

Title page of Bernoulli’s Ars conjectandi, the copy in Gonville & Caius College, Cambridge. Courtesy of Gonville & Caius
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call him James – studied theology until 1676. 
At the same time he was studying mathemat-
ics and astronomy – but doing so in secret, 
against the will of his father, who was a drug 
merchant. (James was the first of the Bernoulli 
clan to break into mathematics.) His younger 
brother John (or Johannes, or Johann) was also 
an accomplished mathematician, but the two 
quarrelled bitterly and notoriously. When James 
died suddenly in 1705 the book was unfinished. 
John was perhaps the most competent person to 
have completed the book, but the effects of the 
quarrel lasted beyond the grave and prevented 
John from getting access to the manuscript. The 
publishers hoped that James’ son Nicholas might 
complete it. (He also has two nephews called 
Nicholas, which confused scholars hugely. It was 
long thought that it was one of the nephews 
who saw the book through the printers; it is only 
recently that Sylla has established that it was 
the son. I told you the names were confusing.) 
But Nicholas advised them to publish the work as 
it stood. In a preface he invited Pierre Rémond 
de Montmort and Abraham De Moivre, already 
know for their books Essay d’analyse sur les jeux 
de hazard (1708), and De mensura sortis (1712), 
respectively, to take up the challenge of extend-
ing James’s calculus of probability to “economics 
and politics” as he had intended. 

Since Sylla’s translation in 2006 it has been 
possible to read the entire book in English for 
the first time. It is a book in four parts. The 
famous limit theorem, perhaps the mathematical 
justification for almost all of statistics, comes in 

Part IV; but the whole of Ars conjectandi needs 
celebrating at its tercentenary. Parts I, II and III 
essentially constitute a textbook on the emerging 
mathematics of combinations and probability. 
Had they been published soon after writing they 
might have had greater impact, but because of 
the post-mortem delay in publication the works 
of Montmort and De Moivre somewhat pre-empted 
them. Part I, for example, contains the binomial 
distribution for general chances which is named 
after Bernoulli (as we shall call James from now 
on) and which is often attributed to him, and 
this may indeed be just, since he probably found 
it between 1685 and 1689. Yet its actual first 
publication was by De Moivre in De mensura sor-
tis, followed by Montmort in his second edition 
of 1713, the year Ars conjectandi finally appeared.

Part I of Bernoulli’s book is a mainly a com-
mentary on a book by Christiaan Huygens, who is 
known to schoolchildren as the inventor of the 
pendulum clock but to historians of science and 
mathematics as considerably more. Huygens’s De 
ratiociniis in ludo aleae (On Reasoning in Games of 
Dice) came out in 1657. Part I of Bernoulli’s book 
is entitled “Annotations on Huygens’s Treatise”; 
it is 71 pages long in the original and it reprints 
Huygens’s work with added commentaries of his 
own. First Bernoulli gives Huygens’s Propositions 
I–IX concerning the problem of points, with his 
own annotations. The problem of points is, essen-
tially, how to divide up the stakes fairly if a game 
of chance has to be abandoned halfway through 
– if a player has to leave for some reason – and 
had been debated since the late middle ages.

After Proposition VII, Bernoulli has added 
a table for the division of stakes between two 
players (he derives the table in Part II), whilst 
the table for three players after Proposition IX is 
Huygens’s own. Propositions X–XIV consider dice 
throws, and after his annotation on Proposition 
XII Bernoulli devotes a section to developing 
the binomial distribution for general chances. 
He describes what are now known as “Bernoulli 
trials” – essentially the fundamentals of coin-
tossing, dice-throwing and similar gambles (see 
box below). Huygens ended his book with five 
problems for solution, of which we may note the 
fifth in particular because it is a problem set by 
Pascal for Fermat (though neither Huygens nor 
Bernoulli mention this) which became famous as 
the “gambler’s ruin”, the first problem involving 
the duration of play (see box). Huygens gave the 
solution without any explanation, and Bernoulli, 
after several pages of discussion, arrives at a 
general solution but “I leave the demonstration 
of this result to the resolution of the reader”. 
Thus ends Part I.

Part II, entitled “Permutations and Combina-
tions”, is 66 pages long. It gives the usual rules 
for the number of ways in which n objects – col-
oured balls and the like – can be put in order 
(n!), and for the case where a, b, c, … of the ob-
jects are alike (n!/(a!b!c!…)). Chapter II is on 
the combinatorial rules “2  n – 1” and “2n – n – 1”, 
while Chapter III is on combinations of different 
things taken 1, 2, 3 or more at a time and on the 
figurate numbers “by which these matters may be 
treated” – “figurate” numbers being those that 

Bernoulli trials and gambler’s ruin

A Bernoulli trial is an experiment which can 
have one of only two outcomes. A tossed 
coin can come down either heads or tails; a 
penalty shot at goal can either score or fail 
to score; a child can be either a girl or a boy. 
The outcomes can be called success or failure; 
and in a series of repeated Bernoulli trials 
the probability of success and failure remain 
constant. A Bernoulli process is one that re-
peatedly performs independent but identical 
Bernoulli trials, for instance by tossing a coin 
many times. An obvious use of it is to check 
whether a coin is fair. 

Gambler’s ruin is an idea first addressed by 
Pascal, who put it to Fermat before Huygens 
put it into his book. One way of stating it is 
as follows. If you play any gambling game long 
enough, you will eventually go bankrupt. And 
this is true even if the odds in the game are 
better than 50–50 for you – as long as your 
opponent has unlimited resources at the bank. 

Imagine a gamble where you and your oppo-
nent spin a coin; and the loser pays the winner 

£1. The game continues until either you or your 
opponent has all the money. Suppose you start 
with a bankroll of £10, and your opponent has 
a bankroll of £20. What are the probabilities 
that (a) you, and (b) your opponent, will end 
up with all the money? 

This is the question that Huygens and Ber-
noulli addressed. The answer is that the player 
who starts with more money has more chance 
of ending up with all of it. The formula is:

P1 = n1/(n1 + n2) 

and 

P2 = n2/(n1 + n2) 

where n1 is the amount of money that player 1 
starts with, and n2 is the amount that player 2 
starts with, and P1 and P2 are the probabilities 
that player 1 or player 2 your opponent wins.

In this case, you, starting with £10 of 
the £30 total, stand 10/(10+20) = 10/30 = 1 
chance in 3 of walking away with the whole 
£30; and your opponent stands twice that 

chance of doing so. Two times out of three he 
will bankrupt you. 

But if you do happen to be the one who 
walks away with the £30, and if you play the 
game again, and again, and again, against 
different opponents or the same one who has 
borrowed more money – eventually you will lose 
the lot. 

It follows that if your own capital is finite 
(as, sadly, it will be) and if you are playing 
against a casino with vastly more capital than 
you, if you carry on playing for long enough 
you are virtually certain to lose all your money. 
(The casino can additionally impose other 
limits, on such things as the size of bets, just 
to make the result even more general and even 
more certain.) 

Perhaps surprisingly, this is true even if the 
odds in the game are stacked in your favour. 
Eventually there will be a long enough unfa-
vourable run of dice, coins or the roulette wheel 
to bankrupt you. Infinite capital will overcome 
any finite odds against it. 
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can be arranged to make triangles, tetrahedra, 
and their higher-dimensional equivalents. The 
demonstrations are not as successful as Pascal’s 
in his Traité du triangle arithmétique of 1665, of 
which Bernoulli was unaware. In a Scholium to 
Chapter III Bernoulli diverts into a discussion 
of the formulae for the sums of the powers of 
the integers which he relates to the figurate 
numbers. This leads him to the famous Bernoulli 
numbers, of huge importance in number theory, 
though in fact they had been already introduced 
by Johann Faulhaber in 1615–1631. The story is 
told in my Pascal’s Arithmetical Triangle3 where I 
was able to point out the hitherto unobserved 
pattern of the figurate numbers which lies be-
hind the coefficients of the polynomials for the 
sums (thus enabling me to correct one of the 
coefficients in Bernoulli’s table which had been 
reproduced repeatedly for 270 years without 
anyone noticing the error.) 

Part III consists of 24 worked examples that 
explain, in Bernoulli’s words, “the use of the 
preceding doctrine in various ways of casting 
lots and games of chance”. I draw attention only 
to Problem XVII, which I happened to choose to 
work through only to find that I disagreed with 
Bernoulli’s answer4. For those who would like to 
try their hand, the problem is as follows. In a 
version of roulette, the wheel is surrounded by 
32 equal pockets marked 1 to 8 four times over. 
Four balls are released and are flung at random 
into the pockets, no more than one in each. 
The sum of the numbers of the four occupied 
pockets determines the prize (in francs, say) 
according to a table which Bernoulli gives. The 
cost of a throw is 4 francs. What is the player’s 
expectation?

Of course, one needs the table to compute 
this – it is on the Significance website at bit.
ly/1bpbS1w – but when I did so I came to 
a different answer than his, 4 + 153/17 980 = 
4.0085 instead of 4 + 349/3596 = 4.0971. Which 
is correct?

So much for the first three parts. But it is 
the unfinished Part IV that makes this the 
foundation-stone of mathematical statistics. 

Its title is “Civil, Moral and Economic Mat-
ters”. It is only 30 pages long. In the first three 
of the five chapters Bernoulli completes the 
change from considering expectation as in games 
of chance to considering probability as a degree 
of certainty which can be estimated (as we 
should now say) from observing the outcomes of 
a sequence of events. This creation of the mod-
ern, mathematical definition of probability, and 
linking it to empirical observations in the physi-
cal world, is fundamental. But there is more. In 
Chapter IV Bernoulli introduces and explains his 
“golden theorem”. Bernoulli himself recognises 
its importance, as witness his description in the 
box below. And, as he says, he seems to have 
been pondering it for twenty years before setting 
it down on paper. 

His own description of it, again in the box 
below, is beautifully clear. Mathematically we 
can put it that the relative frequency of an event 
with probability p = r/t, t = r + s, in nt inde-
pendent trials converges in probability to p with 
increasing n. Intuitively, it seems obvious: if we 
toss a fair coin a few times – say 10 – it might 
come up 5 heads and 5 tails, but it might well 
also come up 6/4, or 7/3. Toss it 100 times, and 
the ratio is much less likely to be very far from 
50/50. Toss it 10 000 times and the ratio will be 
very close to 50/50 indeed. But intuition is a 
poor guide, especially in statistics and probabil-
ity. For a sure foundation, we need proof – and 
Bernoulli gives us that proof. It follows in Chap-
ter V. Thus, argues Bernoulli, we can infer with 
increasing certainty the unknown probability 
from a series of supposedly independent trials. 

Ars conjectandi is the founding document of 
mathematical statistics because if his golden 
theorem were not true, mathematical statistics 
would be a house built on sand. It is not so built. 
The golden theorem confirms our intuition that 
the proportions of successes and failures in a sta-
ble sequence of trials really do converge on their 
postulated probabilities in a strict mathematical 
sense, and therefore may be used to estimate 
those probabilities. Mathematical statistics can 
therefore proceed. 

Bernoulli intended it to proceed. His plan was 
to extend it to all kinds of areas from economics 
to morality and law. How, for example, should a 
marriage contract divide the new family money 
fairly between the bride’s father, the groom’s 
father, and any children in the event of the bride 
or groom’s death? It would depend, among other 
things, on the probabilities of the father dying 
before the son. That was a problem he had con-
sidered earlier. 

But Ars conjectandi stops abruptly. The 
planned continuation to “economics and poli-
tics” is left for others to develop, with Bernoulli’s 
golden theorem as their inspiration. Unfinished 
the book may be, but its influence had only just 
begun when it fell from the press of the Thurney-
sen Brothers in Basle three centuries ago.
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Bernoulli’s golden theorem – from Ars conjectandi5

“This is therefore the problem that I now want to publish here, having considered it closely for a 
period of twenty years, and it is a problem of which the novelty, as well as the high utility, together 
with its grave difficulty, exceed in weight and value all the remaining chapters of my doctrine…

“To illustrate this by an example, I suppose that without your knowledge there are concealed 
in an urn 3000 white pebbles and 2000 black pebbles, and in trying to determine the numbers of 
these pebbles you take out one pebble after another (each time replacing the pebble you have 
drawn before choosing the next, in order not to decrease the number of pebbles in the urn), and 
that you observe how often a white and how often a black pebble is withdrawn. The question 
is, can you do this so often that it becomes ten times, one hundred times, one thousand times, 
etc., more probable (that is, it be morally certain) that the numbers of whites and blacks chosen 
are in the same 3 : 2 ratio as the pebbles in the urn, rather than in any other different ratio?”

Jakob Bernoulli's tombstone, Basel cathedral. Credit: 
Wladyslaw Sojka,
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